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more common and major sort of calcification in ESRD [2]. Intimal 
calcification is focal, related to inflammation, and is reflective of 
the degree of atherosclerosis within the aorta, coronary arteries 
and enormous vessels [9]. Medial calcification, also referred to as 
Monckeberg’s sclerosis, occurs with aging, diabetes and chronic 
renal disorder (2), is characterized by diffuse mineral deposition 
throughout the vascular tree and is common within the muscular 
conduit arteries like the arteria femoralis [10]. It can occur 
independent of both atherosclerosis and an increased calcium 
and phosphorus serum concentration, and results from vascular 
smooth muscle fiber (VSMC) phenotypic changes promoting a 
upregulation of osteogenic programs [11]. Medial calcification 
occurs in young to middle-aged patients on chronic dialysis even 
in absence of traditional ardiovascular risk factors [12]. In fact, the 
extent of arteria coronaria calcification in dialysis patients is 2-5 
fold greater in age- matched patients who have angiographically 
proven arteria coronaria disease [13]. Thus, non-traditional risk 
factors unique to the ESRD patients on chronic dialysis may 
predispose this population to accelerated vascular calcification 
[14].
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Abstract
Vascular calcification is extremely prevalent in end-stage renal disease (ESRD) 
and independently predictive of subsequent cardiovascular events and mortality. 
Calcification can occur in both the intimal and medial layers of the vasculature, 
but medial calcification is that the major form in ESRD. Medial calcification rises 
large elastic artery stiffness and pulse-pressure, encourages left ventricular 
hypertrophy, lowers perfusion of the coronary arteries, and ultimately promotes 
increased cardiovascular mortality via increased risk of myocardial infarction and 
heart failure. Coronary artery calcification (CAC) develops early within the course 
of CKD and is related to mineral and bone disorders, which include but not limited 
to secondary hyperparathyroidism. In this review, recent data on the pathogenesis 
of Coronary artery calcification development and progression are discussed.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular mortality risk is elevated 5-10 fold in ESRD 
compared to the overall population [1]. A crucial risk factor for 
cardiovascular mortality in ESRD patients is vascular calcification, 
which is an abnormal deposition of calcium salts in plant 
tissue, including valves, blood vessels and therefore the heart 
[2,3]. Vascular calcification is very prevalent in ESRD patients, 
occurs decades before within the general population [4], and 
its progression accelerates dramatically once a patient initiates 
chronic dialysis [5] this is often of great clinical significance, 
because the presence and degree of calcification independently 
predicts future cardiovascular events, also as mortality [6,7]. 
The new era of research is related to the introduction of latest 
tools, allowing noninvasive, quantitative assessment of mineral 
depositions in soft tissues, and electron-beam computerized 
tomography (CT) and multi-slice CT (MSCT). A milestone study 
within the field was published in 1996 by Braun et al. [1] which 
documented a particularly high arteria coronaria calcium score 
(CACS) of 4290 ± 1509 Agatston units in patients on long-term 
hemodialysis (for comparison, a worth of 400 Agatston units is 
related to a particularly high risk of arteria coronaria disease 
during a general population [8].

Calcification can occur in both the intimal and medial layers of 
vasculature, but medial calcification is taken into account the 
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phosphate feeding [23]. Phosphate transport into cells is primarily 
mediated by sodium-dependent phosphate cotransporters, 
with PiT-1 being most important in VSMCs [2]. PiT-1 is required 
in vitro for differentiation to an osteochondrogenic phenotype 
and calcification to occur in human aortic smooth muscle cells 
[24]. In ESRD, pro-inflammatory cytokines and therefore the 
uremic milieu can increase PiT-1 expression in VSMCs, resulting 
in increased uptake of phosphorus albeit levels are still normal, 
and further promoting vascular calcification [25].

Conclusion
In summary, vascular calcification is extremely prevalent within 
the dialysis population and a significant contributor to the 
increased risk of cardiovascular mortality. It results not simply 
from a passive deposition of calcium and phosphate, but rather 
from active processes involving VSMC apoptosis, a shift within the 
balance of inhibitors and promoters, and VSMC differentiation 
from a contractile to osteochondrogenic phenotype. Although 
many risk factors of the event and progression of arterial 
calcification were identified, they're not universally confirmed 
across studies; only age seems to work out CAC altogether studies 
and baseline CAC usually determines its progression over time. 
The extremely complex nature of uremic toxicity, additionally 
complicated by treatment (dialysis or transplantation), makes 
the identification of one or main modifiable risk factor extremely 
difficult. Future research is required to work out if targeting these 
processes can ultimately reduce vascular calcification during this 
high cardiovascular risk population.
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concentration of calcium and phosphorus at or above the 
solubility product [2], and calcification can still occur even with 
tight phosphate control [10]. Although vascular calcification was 
once considered to be a passive process of mineral deposition, 
high serum calcium and phosphorus concentration alone won't 
end in vascular calcification [15]. Instead, calcification is a lively 
cell-mediated process involving key regulators that are usually 
only involved in bone formation becoming expressed within the 
vasculature and promoting ossification [16]. While increased 
calcium and phosphate are not sufficient to promote vascular 
calcification, they are key to both the initiation and progression 
of calcification [15].

Although calcium and phosphate work synergistically to market 
vascular calcification, it's thought that calcium acts primarily by 
inducing apoptosis of VSMCs. This process promotes the release 
of membrane-bound matrix vesicles that act with the apoptotic 
VSMCS as nidus for further calcium and phosphate (hydoxyapatite 
deposition) [17] and promote further apoptosis [18]. Vessels 
from dialysis patients contain almost twice the calcium load of 
non-dialysis dependent chronic kidney disease patients, and are 
characterized by apoptotic VSMC damage and vesicle release 
(16). Increased VSMC apoptosis is observed even in pediatric 
dialysis patients, who are free from traditional cardiovascular 
risk factors [19]. Concurrent with VSMC apoptosis, phenotypic 
changes also occur in VSMCs.

VSMCs are mesenchymal in origin and thus can differentiate 
into other mesenchymalderived cells under conditions of stress 
[16]. Differentiation of contractile VSMCs into a chondroycte 
or osteoblast-like cells is key to vascular calcification and is 
promoted by active inducers. Ordinarily, key inhibitors counter 
this process, but this balance is shifted in ESRD (Figure 2). Active 
inducers that are likely up-regulated include bone morphogenic 
protein 2 (BMP-2), a key inducer of the differentiation of VSMCs 
to osetoblast-like cells, receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa 
B ligand (RANKL), a trans-membrane protein that promotes 
osteoclast differentiation and activation, and core binding factor 
alpha 1, runtrelated transcription factor 2 (CFBA1/RUNX2), an 
important transcription factor for osteoblast differentiation and 
osteogenesis [20]. Expression of osteochondrogenic genes is also 
increased even in arteries from pediatric dialysis patients [21].

These active inducers are ordinarily countered by active inhibitors 
of vascular calcification, which are down-regulated in ESRD. These 
include matrix gla protein, a transcription factors that inhibits 
VSMC differentiation to an osteoblast- like phenotype also as 
calcium crystal binding within the vascular matrix, osteopontin, 
a promoter of osteoclast function and inhibitor of hydroxyapatite 
crystal growth, fetuin-A, one among the foremost potent inhibitors 
of ectopic calcification and VSMC apoptosis, osteoprotegerin, an 
inhibitor of osteoclast differentiation, and BMP-7, a promoter 
of the VSMC phenotype [16]. Fetuin-A levels are low in patients 
on chronic dialysis and associate with increased coronary artery 
calcification and cardiovascular mortality [22].

Rodent models of insufficiency have demonstrated that 
the phenotypic change in VSMCs from a contractile to an 
osteochondrogenic phenotype, resulting from this shift in 
balance of active inhibitors and active promoters, requires high 
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